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Abstract Forming members of an organization into coherent groups or com-
munities is an important issue in any large-scale software engineering endeav-
our, especially so in agile software development teams which rely heavily on
self-organisation and organisational flexibility. To address this problem, many
researchers and practitioners have advocated a strategy of mirroring system
structure and organisational structure, to simplify communication and coordi-
nation of collaborative work. But what are the patterns of organisation found
in practice in agile software communities and how effective are those pat-
terns? We address these research questions using mixed-methods research in
industry—that is, interview surveys, focus-groups, and delphi studies of ag-
ile teams. In our study of 30 agile software organisations we found that, out
of 7 organisational structure patterns that recur across our dataset, a single
organisational pattern occurs over 37% of the time. This pattern: (a) reflects
young communities (1-12 months old); (b) disappears in established ones (13+
months); (c) reflects the highest number of architecture issues reported. Fi-
nally, we observe a negative correlation between a proposed organisational
measure and architecture issues. These insights may serve to aid architects
in designing not only their architectures but also their communities to best
support their co-evolution.
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1 Introduction
It is widely accepted that organising and shepherding software engineers into
healthy communities is important to the success of large-scale agile software
development projects [67,76,33]. But are there recurrent organisational struc-
tural patterns that can be used as guides for how to create high-functioning
agile communities? Informally, an organisational structure pattern is a set
of organisational characteristics (e.g., experience diversity or task-allocation
policy type [22]) and socio-technical characteristics (e.g., socio-technical con-
gruence [12]) which are directly measurable from a social network of software
practitioners [48,79]. Several studies have analysed organisational structures,
most notably the seminal paper by Nagappan et al. [56]. And several studies
have concentrated on establishing and evaluating the relationships between the
organisational structure and the qualities of software, but have not identified
the organisational structure patterns and characteristics [79] that may affect
agile software development projects and organisational structures. Conversely,
in related disciplines such as cognitive ergonomics, organisational culture, or-
ganizations research, operations research, as well as social networks analysis
there are entire theories and knowledge frameworks around governing and ef-
ficiently steering data-driven organisational structures.
To fill this gap, we offer an exploratory industrial study seeking to under-
stand the relationships between organisational structures and their efficacy—
using as a proxy for such efficacy the software structures being maintained by
those structures—with a goal of offering practical insights into such structures
and their operational parameters. This is critical for several reasons. First,
much literature [38,29,3,10] and debate [30,74] has focused on this mapping
without clearly providing rules, methods, and guidelines that practitioners can
use to change or influence the parameters in their own organizations. Second,
to enable the inception of data-driven software organizations1, the future of
software development and operations beyond DevOps [5].
Our research objective is to find evidence, in agile teams, of a bijective rela-
tionship between software organizations and software designs, as was noted by
Colfer and Baldwin in their “Mirroring Hypothesis” [15]. The negative conse-
quences of misalignments has been explored (mostly qualitatively) in software
architecture research [46,20,51]. Specifically we seek to understand the rami-
fications (if any) of social structures on the health of software architectures.
In this article, we therefore address two research questions: (1) is there a re-
current organisational structure pattern in agile software engineering teams? ;
(2) if so, what does that pattern imply, in terms of software architecture qual-
ity? Specifically, our research objectives are: (1) to find recurrent organisa-
tional structure patterns in modern software engineering projects, using or-
ganisational types known in organisational and social-networks research, e.g.,
Communities of Practice [79]; (2) to find and elaborate the relationships be-
1 https://www.cio.com/article/3449117/what-exactly-is-a-data-driven-organization.
html
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tween such patterns and the projects’ software architectures, understanding if
and how these relationships evolve over time, and their consequences.
For the above purposes, through industrial mixed-methods research, we
elicited: (a) organisational structure types and characteristics, i.e., a project’s
communication structures; (b) architectural structure types and characteris-
tics; (c) the issues or problems observed by practitioners in (a) or (b).
For (a) we used state-of-the-art models, patterns, and characteristics [79] as
well as qualitative community typing mechanisms, organisational type iden-
tifiers and a type decision-tree that we inferred and validated in our prior
work [75,78]. For (b) we used the architecture patterns and characteristics
available from the Microsoft Application Architecture Guide2, a widespread
and practitioner-focused software architecture reference. For (c) we used the
analogies of software architecture smells [52,7,51] as well as community smells
and analyses from our prior work3 [76,77].
Our dataset draws from 30 agile software development organizations in 9
large companies who work with established agile methods (e.g., Scrum [71]).
We chose to focus on organizations that claimed to have recently adopted
such methods since agile adoption is reportedly difficult and causes heavy
organisational strains [4,32]. Our assumption was that if there are in fact
recurrent and effective organisational structures in software engineering, we
would be able to find them in organisations that recently underwent significant
“rewiring”.
Our conjectures were that: (a) there exist recurrent (anti)-patterns in the
structure of the organizations; and (b) if such organisational structure pat-
terns can be found, then there is an increase in organisational efficiency be-
tween “young” and “veteran” teams’ patterns, according to the principle of
organisational stability [63,83].
We found 7 organisational structure patterns that occur more than once
across the 30 projects in our sample; for example, the “Formally-Networked,
Distributed Informal Communities” Pattern where a formally-structured net-
work (such as the Apache Software Foundation) unites several informal com-
munities (for example, collocated open-source Apache projects). However, one
of the reported patterns was found in over 37% of our dataset: the “Informally-
Networked, Situated, Informal Working Groups” pattern, which reflects infor-
mal networks of collocated, tightly-knit, cohesive, and long-lived groups, i.e.,
teams that do not disband after a single project is over. This pattern is rem-
iniscent of the Scrum-of-scrums way of working, where informal networks of
tightly-knit and cohesive teams share a non-situated practice. We also observed
that the above pattern has 2 variants, which differ by a single organisational
characteristic, namely: 1) lack of situated action, and 2) lack of organisational
goal.
2 https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff650706.aspx
3 In the scope of this paper we concentrate on reporting architecture issues as a novel
contribution, while a detailed overview of community smells and other data obtained in the
context of this study is available in [76]
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Contrary to our initial conjectures, the most frequently recurring pattern
does not reflect “veteran” nor high-quality software architectures; rather, the
exact opposite holds true. This pattern appears in young communities and
disappears in older communities, whose organisational structure characteris-
tics diverge towards organisational formality and informality almost equally.
In addition, to quantitatively assess the relation behind these observations, we
elaborated a simple organisational measure of our own design, i.e., a count of
organisational characteristics that a project team clearly exhibits. Evaluating
this characterisation index against our dataset, we observed a moderate nega-
tive correlation with reported architecture issues, meaning that an increase of
organisational characterisation seems to lead to higher quality architectures.
From the above findings we conclude that a symbiotic relation exists be-
tween software architectures and the organisational structures associated with
them. However, this relation is by no means positive and may well be chang-
ing continuously. Further research is needed into this relation to quantitatively
assess the involved variables.
This article offers four novel contributions to practitioners and researchers:
(a) a single empirically-elicited organisational structure pattern reflecting over
1/3 of the agile software organizations we studied—this pattern deserves fur-
ther attention for organisational quantification and quality measurement; (b)
a systematic investigation of which key organisational characteristics are rel-
evant for software organizations—these characteristics can be used by practi-
tioners to steer their organisational “rewiring” exercises focusing around two
organisational characteristics, namely, team cohesion, and team culture; (c)
empirical evidence of the implications of organisational mirroring from indus-
trial practice; (d) an organisational measure and the evaluation of its role as a
predictor of software architecture qualities—the measurement can assist prac-
titioners as a means to track the quality of agile software architectures and
organizations.
Practitioners may use the insights in this article as a compass to guide their
own organisational structures (for example, while migrating to agile methods)
and software architectures (modularizing architectures to better suit a division
of work among teams), all the while monitoring and maintaining their co-
evolution.
Structure of the paper. Section 2 briefly outlines the background of this
study, providing terms and definitions as well. Section 3 outlines our research
design. Later, Section 4 shows our results while Section 5 discusses our contri-
butions and their threats to validity. Section 6 outlines related work. Sections
7 and 8 place our work in context and offer concluding remarks hinting to
future work.
2 Background and Scope of Our Study
This section offers an overview of the main research objectives of this article,
namely organisational structures (see Sec. 2.1) and software architectures (see
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Sec. 2.3), providing definitions and conceptual overviews essential for under-
standing and scoping our study.
2.1 Organisational Structures
The literature in organisational structure research primarily focuses on the
following areas:
– Organisational design research - in this field organisational structure types
and characteristics are analyzed in terms of their consequences for organ-
isational design, i.e., the activity of planning a strategic agenda around a
specified organisational structure [14];
– Social-Network Analysis - in this field organisational structure types and
characteristics are measurable quantities that can augment social-networks
from any context or domain (networks of people, communities of partners,
networks of organisations);
– Cognitive Ergonomics - in this field organisational structure types repre-
sent models that allow reasoning on transactive-memory processes [57],
information representation, as well as information exchange policies;
In our prior work [79] we summarised the insights on organisational struc-
tures from these fields into common themes or types of structures. A structure
type is represented by a set of measurable or otherwise evident organisational
characteristics (e.g., the presence of informal communication channels across
an organisation). For example, an Informal Network is a structure type which
characterises a social network where *all* interactions are *always* informal.
The way of working within the structure may change radically based on how
type characteristics influence that structure. For example, the way of working
in a Community of Practice (collocated, tightly knit, practice-focused) is very
different than that of a Formal Network (formal, distributed, protocol-based).
In particular, According to Mohr [53] and later to Lim, Griffiths, and Sambrook
[43], an organisation is a fluid social network where “organizational structure
development is very much dependent on the expression of the strategies and
behavior of the [members]” - in an attempt to operationalise, albeit qualita-
tively, such expression of strategies and behaviour, we look at the expression
level of the most observable characteristics in the organisations targeted by
our study. More precisely:
Organisational Structure Type:
ω =
∑
δ(C1)...δ(Cn);
Where ω represents the organisational structure type as a sum of charac-
teristics (C1 − n) quantified by means of an observability function δ, i.e., a
function which assigns a Likert-scale value based on the level of influence that
each characteristic bears on the structure. The sum we employ above, is to be
interpreted as “the combined effect of” the most observable characteristics per
each type existing across the social network emerging across the structure—the
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choice of the sum operator, is justified by the fact (established from literature)
that the combination of factors affecting the organisational-social network is
indeed linear (hence, the sum operator) because of the characteristics? nature
of unique identifiers for structure types. For example, an Informal Network
type, is strongly indicative of informal communications and likely leading to
engaging members, characterised as follows:
Organisational Structure Type IN:
IN = [Informality(High),Engagement(Low)];
Manifestations of these characteristics are typically measured using the
average perception of community members over those characteristics [61,50,
70]. For example, people in a community may perceive formality as high or
cohesiveness as low, and so on. From this definition, it becomes evident that
different types may have a high or low manifestation of the same character-
istic; if characteristic X has its highest manifestation in a certain type, X
becomes an identifier, that is, a primary characteristic for that type and nec-
essary for its identification [79]. For example, Formality is a primary identifier
for organisational structures with well defined rules and regulations, typically
dictated by corporate governance. Conversely, some types may prescribe the
way in which the value of the community is brought about. For example, In-
formality or Engagement are primary structural identifiers in structures that
rely on informal communication, e.g., open-source. Moreover, other types may
specify the restrictions that constrain all members of the community, rather
than specifying how the community operates. For example, High-cohesion and
duration are primary in small team scenarios, where 3-10 people are bound to
a timeframe by contractual arrangements that establish a small and cohesive
project team.
In the research literature we find evidence of 13 general organisational
structure types [79]. Table 1 offers an overview of such types with a brief
introduction to their main characteristics.4 Furthermore, Figure 2 (tailored
from [76]) offers an overview of types mapped to their primary identifiers [79,
78] - the characteristics that permit their identification.
In the scope of this study, and confirming previous results [78,75], we ex-
pect that each data-point in our sample (i.e., each project) exhibits a set of
organisational types. This is because the teams and communities in our sample
may reflect characteristics of one type in one lifecycle phase, and characteris-
tics of a different type in other phases. Therefore we define:
Organisational Structure Pattern:
φ =
∑
α(t1)...α(tn);
where t1...n represent the organisational structure types, while α represents
the lifecycle-phase in which that type is prominent. While we do not exhaus-
tively elaborate all types and their characteristics in either Fig. 1 or Table 1,
4 Detailed information and full characterisation for each type is available in our previous
work [79]
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Fig. 1 A Decision-tree for Organisational Structures, tailored from [78].
the results Section (see Sec. 4) elaborates the organisational structure types
and characteristics which appear in the recurrent patterns found as part of
this study.
Finally, in the scope of this study we define an organisational character-
isation index as the sum of characteristics evident and measurable for the
organisational structure pattern, regardless of the types, namely:
organisational characterisation index:
ωm =
∑
Ci;
where ωm is the measurement index for organisational structure type ω
while Ci is the set of characteristics (e.g., selected from Fig. 1 or from literature
[79]) reflecting that organisational structure type.
We are interested to determine whether this measure reflects a positive or
negative correlation with respect to reported software architecture issues. The
hypothesis we will evaluate is, as introduced in Sec. 1, whether a more complex,
governed, and formal organisational structure results in better architectures.
Specifically, an increased number of organisational characteristics would reflect
a higher organisational measure, and we hypothesize that such organizations
would report a lower number of architecture issues (see Sec. 2.3).
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2.2 Organisational Characteristics Explained
As previously stated, the literature reports on as many as 90 characteristics
that may manifest organisational structures [79]. This section outlines the
characteristics (see Tables 1 and 2) we focus on as primary identifiers of or-
ganisational structure types. More specifically, Table 1 reports en explanation
of every single organisational type (column 1 ID and colummn 2 ID expansion)
with a brief description (column 3) while Table 2 details which characteris-
tic corresponds to identifying which type. In addition, a description of every
characteristic is reported below.
– Structure. The observed set of people must be in an organised form and
this form must exhibit a structure, i.e. the “whole” can be split into its
“parts”. In a social network, it is always possible to distinguish between
the overall structure (macro-structure) and single (sets of) people (micro-
structures). A trivial structure is, for example, an unconnected network
(i.e. a network of similar but unrelated nodes).
– Situatedness. If situatedness is prominent in the organisational struc-
ture, then people share a common practice using a number of physically
co-located social relations and interactions. These interactions lead the
members to help each other (hence the term Community) in fostering,
maintaining and improving their situated practice [72]. “Being situated in
this sense is different from simply being located someplace in the way a
non-living, non-experiencing object is located. That the body is always
situated involves certain kinds of physical and social interactions, and it
means that experience is always both physically and socially situated” [72].
– Dispersion. If dispersion is prominent in the organisational structure then
people share a common practice in a highly-dispersed manner which is ex-
clusively supported by means of digital technologies. Organisational bodies
in this condition are often if not always separated by physical, time, and
cultural distances that need to be explicitly addressed.
– Informality. If informality is prominent in the organisational structure,
then people are able to communicate freely, through informal interactions
(collocated or otherwise). They are permitted to exchange knowledge and
artefacts without any protocol or restriction across any kind of distance.
– Duration. If duration is prominent in the organisational structure, then
responsible organisations around the structure have formally determined
the longevity of the structure, e.g., based on pre-specified project dead-
lines. For example, in a software project team, a team may disband upon
completion of the project.
– Visibility-Tracking. If visibility-tracking is prominent in the organisa-
tional structure, then the motivation for members of the organisational
structure is to capture, cater for, and disseminate knowledge and artefacts;
the goal of the structure is making artefacts visible and readily available
to all who might be interested.
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– Cohesion. If cohesion is prominent across the organisational structure
then the members jointly focus on a particular area of interest in a tightly-
knit social, socio-technical, and organisational fashion. A parallel of high-
cohesion in software engineering organisational structures is pair-program-
ming, which has been reported as radically changing the software organi-
sational structure [55].
– ROI-tracking. If the tracking of Return-On-Investment is prominent across
the organisational structure, then the structure includes very experienced
professionals that are contracted by an external sponsor to evaluate and
demonstrate the ROI of the organisational sponsor actions. A parallel in
software engineering would be a major software-house (the sponsor) which
contracts a consulting firm (the ROI-tracking structure) to double-check
and confirm the value of the architecture decisions taken across the soft-
ware house.
– Engagement. If engagement is prominent across the organisational struc-
ture, then the success of the structure and its goals depends on the degree to
which members are actively engaged in it. A parallel in software engineer-
ing would be a software Small-Medium Enterprise (SME) whose members
are highly-engaged and cater for the success of the company.
– Culture-Tracking. If culture-tracking mechanisms are prominent across
the organisational structure then members are skilled professionals who dis-
close their professional experience, skills, and problem-solving best-practices
for the benefit of all members in the community. A parallel in software en-
gineering would be the StackOverflow learning community.
– Organisational Rigour. If formality is prominent across the organisa-
tional structure, then members are formally appointed and regulated by
organisational sponsors; each member’s role is to coordinate the struc-
ture’s resources for the benefit of the entire organisation. These conditions
amount to an increased level of organisational rigour. Candidate members
are carefully evaluated and selected before membership is granted. Status is
formally approved after the formal evaluation. This process guarantees the
compatibility of members with the structure goals. A parallel in software
engineering would be the Object Management Group (OMG), a standardi-
sation body where members need to participate with considerable financial,
human-, and knowledge-capital expenses.
– Problem-Focus. If problem-focus is prominent across the structure, then
structure members are highly-skilled, senior experts who are formally se-
lected and approved by corporate sponsors. These experts brainstorm solu-
tions to problems (organisational, technical, social, or otherwise). Experts
are expected to procure a best-practice that solves the problem given a
context.
– Governance. If governance is prominent across the structure, then struc-
ture members need to adhere to formal governance guidelines (software gov-
ernance [2], in our case). Governance guidelines make sure that members
comply with specified organisational policies, follow adopted standards,
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and comply with regulations. A parallel in software engineering reflects
organisations with CMMI level certifications to which they adhere.
2.3 Software Architectures
Software architecture is an abstraction of a software system: its components,
their properties, their relationships, as well as the choices that led to the system
[6]. In this article we use architecture issues and smells, reported by practi-
tioners, as a way to understand and characterise the organisational structures
under study. We designed our study to minimize bias as much as possible and
thus we let our practitioners describe their projects’ architectures, using ref-
erence models from the Microsoft Application Architecture Guide (MAAG),
freely available on MSDN9 and previously known to all practitioners involved
in our study. In the scope of this study, we used the architecture issues or
“smells” described in the MAAG, since: (a) practitioners used them to report
which issues were present in their architectures; (b) we used these to evalu-
ate organisational structures, characteristics, and relations found. The list of
issues follows below:10
1. Impossible Component Swap: this issue reflects architecture compo-
nents which are too tightly connected to the rest of the architecture which
may lead to substitution problems.
2. Untraceable Business Requirement: this issue reflects overly fine-
grained architectures where it becomes difficult to trace high-level business
requirements across the entire architecture. This weighs on the ability to
analyze the quality aspects behind that requirement and consequently the
overall quality of the architecture.
3. Sloppy Modularisation: this issue reflects carelessly modularised archi-
tectures, e.g., architectures that randomly decrease cohesion for no good
reason. This weighs heavily on the architecture’s evolvability, its usefulness
as a knowledge conveyor, as well as a means for division of work.
4. Unscalable Architecting: this issue reflects an architecture that can
barely perform its functions in the face of rapidly increasing service de-
mands; the consequent issues on architecture quality are obvious.
5. Inflexible Architecture / God Classes: this issue reflects architectures
where a small number of components or modules contain significant func-
tionality, creating bottlenecks for maintainability.
6. Unmodifiable Core: this issue reflects architectures that have gradu-
ally grown out of a core which is more and more becoming functionally
untouchable and incomprehensible. This is often a consequence of Sloppy
Modularisation.
9 https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff650706.aspx
10 Note that the terms used here are our own descriptive names for the issues reported in
the MAAG.
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Label Name Description
COP Communities
of practice
A CoP consists of collocated groups of people who share a concern, a set
of problems or a practice. These people interact frequently, face-to-face,
collaboratively (mutuality to help each other) — this set of social
processes is called situatedness [24,68]. For example, software
architecture board in a company is a collocated organisational body (i.e.,
a community) specialised in collaboratively addressing software
architecture problems (i.e., the practice).
IN Informal
Networks
INs are loose networks of ties between geographically distributed
individuals that happen to come in contact in a context. Strength of
informal ties is the critical bond keeping the community together. INs
differ from other types since it does not use governance practices [16].
Many free-lance open-source communities are Informal Networks.
FN Formal
Networks
Within FNs, members are rigorously selected, appointed, and governed.
They are defined and acknowledged by a management body. Direction is
carried out according to defined governance schemes and corporate
strategy [79]. Globally-distributed business divisions in high-tech firms
often develop into Formal Networks.
IC Informal
Communi-
ties
ICs are usually sets of people in an organisation with a common interest,
often closely dependent on their practice. They interact informally,
usually across a distance, frequently based on a common history or
culture (e.g. shared ideas, experience etc). The main difference they have
with all communities (with the exception of NoPs) is that they are
necessarily dispersed so that the community can reach a wider audience
[79]. StackOverflow is a very good example of an Informal Community
around software engineering.
NOP Networks of
Practice
A NoP is a networked system of communication and collaboration that
connects CoPs (which are localized). In principle anyone can join
without selection of candidates (e.g. OpenSource forges are instances).
NoPs have a high geodispersion, i.e. they can span geographical and time
distances this increases visibility and reachability of members. An
unspoken requirement for entry is IT literacy [68]. A distributed
standardisation group such as OASIS5
WG Workgroups WG are groups of technical experts whose goals span a business area or
array of organisational factors. WGs are always accompanied by a
number of organisational sponsors and are expected to generate benefits
as wide as their goals. For example, IFIP6 working groups are WGs by
definition.
PT Project
Teams
PTs are made by people with complementary skills who work together to
achieve a common purpose for which they are accountable. They are
enforced by their organisation and follow specific strategies or
organisational guidelines (e.g. time-to-market, effectiveness, low-cost).
Their final goal is delivery of a product or service that responds to
provided requirements [79].
SC Strategic
Communi-
ties
SCs consist of meticulously selected people, experts in certain sectors of
interest to a corporation or or a set of organisational partners tied with
formal non-disclosure agreements. These people attempt to proactively
solve problems within strategic business areas of the organisational
sponsor. Consultancy groups are often formed following the
organisational theory around strategic communities.
FG Formal
Groups
FG members are screened and grouped formally by corporations. For
example, a Learning Community can be structured as a FG if the group
needs to undergo formal training and hands-on activities. Or such groups
may be formed due to their special skills (e.g., the European Space
Agency regularly puts together groups of “Tiger Teams”: skilled,
experienced problem solvers to address mission-critical goals). FGs have
a single organisational goal, often called “mission”. In comparison to
Formal Networks, they seldom rely on networking technologies. On the
contrary, they are local in nature.
PSC Problem-
solving
Communi-
ties
PSCs are specific instances of Strategic Communities focused on a
solving particular problem. For example, Special-Interest Groups (SIGs)
within ACM7 constitute strategic communities.
LC Learning
Communi-
ties
LCs provide a space for pure learning and explicit sharing of actionable
knowledge (i.e. skills). In a learning community, the leadership exercises
membership approval and is tied to the learning objectives given to the
member. Each developed or exchanged practice must become part of the
organisational culture [69]. For example, StackOverflow is as much an
example of informal community as is an example of Learning Community.
KC Knowledge
Communi-
ties
KCs are groups of people with a shared passion to create, use, and share
new knowledge for tangible business purposes (e.g. increased sales,
increased product offerings, client profiling). The main difference with
other types is that KCs are expected (by the corporate sponsors) to
produce actionable knowledge (that can be put to immediate use e.g.
best-practices, standards, methodologies, approaches,
problem-solving-patterns) in a business area [21]. For example, the
Kaggle8 community is a knowledge community around data science.
SN Social
Networks
SNs are emergent networks of social ties spontaneously arising between
individuals who share a practice or common interest on a problem. SNs
are a gateway for communicating communities [16].
Table 1: Organisational Structure Types, tailored from [79].
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7. Spike-Centric Architecture: this issue reflects architectures emerged
directly from architecture spikes, i.e., “[...] architectural spike is a test im-
plementation of a small part of the application’s overall design or architec-
ture”. Relying heavily on architecture spikes may cause severe integration
and evolution issues.
8. Quality-Implicit Architecture: this issue reflects architectures for which
quality analysis of one (or more) software architecture properties (e.g., per-
formance, reliability, safety) is so complex that it is never actually done.
9. Architecture Monolith: this issue reflects architectures whose design
has grown into a fully connected mesh and therefore cannot be evolved
other than by incurring heavy refactoring costs. Such monoliths may have
originated as God Classes.
10. Insensitive Information Spreading: this issue reflects architectures in
which one or more components carelessly disseminate the data that the
software architecture is manipulating. This can cause security vulnerabili-
ties as well as privacy-policy violations.
Finally, in this paper, we define the architectural debt of an organisational
structure pattern X as the rudimentary count of software architecture struc-
tural flaws and issues (selected from the list above) corresponding to that
pattern:
Architectural debt:
χ =
∑
Ai(a1, ...an);
where χ represents the architectural debt of an organisational structure
pattern while Ai represents reported software architecture issues for projects
a1, ...an which are manifesting that pattern. For the purpose of quantifying the
relation between organisational structure patterns and software architectures,
we are interested in measuring this quantity for all organisational structure
patterns.
2.4 Goals and Approach Summary
We aim to determine if there exists a relationship between the characterisation
of an organisational structure (established by simply counting its most evident
characteristics) with respect to the characterisation of its underlying software
architecture (established by simply counting its most evident issues). Return-
ing to our original research questions: (1) is there a recurrent organisational
structure pattern in agile software engineering teams? ; (2) if so, what does that
pattern imply, in terms of software architecture quality? We therefore derive
a set of concrete research goals as follows:
A Understanding recurrent organisational characteristics: (A1.1) How fre-
quently do organisational characteristics and types occur across a sam-
ple set of agile software organizations? (A1.2) How are the characteristics
combined/clustered?
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Type
Char.
CoP IN FN IC NoP WG PT SC FG PSC LC SN KC
Structure high high high high high high high high high high high high high
Situatedness high low low low low high high low high low low low low
Dispersion low high high high high low low high low high low low high
Problem-
Focus
low low low low low high high high high high low low low
Informality high high low low high high high low high high high low high
Formality low low high low low high high high high low low low high
Engagement high high low high low high high low low high high low low
Cohesion low low high low low high high low low low low low low
Duration high high high high high high low high high high high low low
ROI-
Tracking
low low low low low low high high low low low low low
Governance low low high low low high high high high low low low low
Culture-
Tracking
low low low low low high low low low high high low low
Visibility-
Tracking
low low low low low low low low low low low low high
Table 2: Organisational Structure Types and Their Characteristics; every type
(rows) can be identified by ascertaining the evident presence of the respective
characteristics (columns).
B Understanding architectural issues: how frequently do architectural issues
occur?
C Understanding relations between A & B: what is the correlation between
phenomena in A and B?
Note that the adoption of a count for characteristics and architecture is-
sues/smells follows a simple reasoning: it is the most basic approach to aggre-
gate a measure of said characteristics in the scope of our study. It should be
noted that this approach accounts for our exploratory intent wherefore our aim
is to understand, in the most unadulterated way possible, the basic relation
(if any) between organisational structures and software architectures.
3 Research Design
To obtain evidence for this research we used a mixed-methods approach featur-
ing 3 phases of data collection and quality-assessment as well as 2 subsequent
analysis phases: (1) survey design and Delphi study [26]; (2) online survey;
(3) confirmatory interviews; (4) data summary and observer reliability assess-
ment; (5) content analysis. This section outlines our research design in detail,
starting from a walkthrough of our theoretical framework, target population,
and sampling strategy.
3.1 Theoretical Framework
Figure 2 outlines the theoretical framework behind this study. On one hand,
organisational structures (marked A, on the left-hand side) are graphs con-
sistent with organisational characteristics. Similarly, architectural structures
(marked B, on the right-hand side) are graphs consistent with architecture
issues. We are interested in characterising A (by uncovering A1.1 and A1.2),
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Fig. 2 A theoretical framework for our study - A. organisational structures (left-hand
side) are graphs consistent with organisational characteristics; similarly, B. architectural
structures (right-hand side) are graphs consistent with architecture issues; we are interested
in characterising A (by uncovering A1.1 and A1.2), understanding the recurrence of B and
finding/quantifying the relations between A and B.
understanding the recurrence of B and finding/quantifying the relations be-
tween A and B.
To address our theoretical framework we employ: (A1.1) organisational
and frequency analysis combined with descriptive statistics; (A1.2) graphs
and clusters analysis; (B) architecture and frequency analysis combined with
descriptive statistics; (A<=>) descriptive statistics and correlation analysis.
3.2 Target Population and Sampling Strategy
Our study covered more than 4 years, involving 90 people in 9 different orga-
nizations and arranged in 30 different teams (with an average of 3 teams per
organization). To attain this considerable sample size, we adopted the following
process. Invitation letters were sent over this time-window to 136 practition-
ers with 4+ years of experience with software and its engineering. Following a
strategic sampling strategy [87], the initial set of practitioners were from our
own networks: developers and architects who had previously worked with one
or more of the authors of this study. Practitioners were initially contacted with
an email asking of their interest in the study and, if interested, were asked for
contact details for 2 additional colleagues (i.e., a snowballing rule [27]) who
might be available for the study as well. The process of establishing agility was
built-in within our invitation letter - in particular, we employed the practices
defined in previous work [49] to map the practitioners onto agile practices.
Out of our initially-sampled 136 practitioners, 42 responded and 12 were
filtered out as not feasible. Our control factors were aimed at covering a suffi-
ciently generalisable sample, diversifying:
– codebase size: split evenly among medium-sized (200-500 KLOC) projects,
33% large (500-850 KLOC) projects, and 33% very large (> 850 KLOC)
projects;
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– main programming language - Java, C#, C, Python. In addition YAML
and other scripting languages are included for projects in our sample;
– team size - our size distribution is evenly split among three ranges: small to
medium (<7 members), large (8>15 members) and very-large (>15 mem-
bers);
– team age - our project team age distribution is evenly split among three
ranges: young (<24 months), established (24>32 months), and mature
(>32 months);
– architecture type - all our projects were sampled choosing service-oriented
or service-based applications determined using concepts and definitions
from literature [28] — this design choice is connected to the reported prone-
ness of certain architecture styles for certain architecture issues [6,35];
As a result of the above filtering a final sample size of 30 starting practi-
tioners was obtained. Following our snowballing rule, the population for our
study involved therefore a total of 90 practitioners from 9 different organiza-
tions arranged in a total of 30 teams. The market segments for the 9 organi-
zations represented are: aerospace, heavy automotive industry, mobile-phone
manufacturing, information systems consulting (two organizations), healthcare
informatics, banking information systems, food production, and electronics.
3.3 Phases 1 and 2 - Survey Design and Execution
In this study, we aimed at a defensible and replicable qualitative-quantitative
research design, striving to minimise our own interpretation of raw data di-
rectly elicited from the involved practitioners. In so doing, we hard-coded a
Delphi-inspired approach [26] to refine a survey questionnaire which would
directly and reproducibly yield the data we sought. In particular, a Delphi
study relies on a panel of experts to answer questionnaires in two or more
rounds (two rounds, in our case). In our case, after a first round of survey
(Phases 1 and 2), a facilitator provided an anonymised summary of the previ-
ous two experts’ forecasts. The third practitioner (Phase 3, see Sec. 3.4) was
then encouraged to confirm, deny, or revise answers in light of the replies of
other members of their panel. As previously stated, a datapoint for Table 5
and 6 was obtained only if all the three practitioners agreed that a certain
architecture issue, or organisational characteristic was present.
To design the survey for this study, we operated as follows. First, to elicit
organisational structure patterns in the target population, we prepared a list
of questions that reflected 12 organisational structure pattern identifiers, that
is, the key organisational or socio-technical characteristics (e.g., member selec-
tivity, informal communication) that define an organisational structure type,
based on definitions from the state of the art [79]. Each structure identifier
was associated with a set of 3 closed, ternary (Yes-No-Maybe/Unknown), and
equivalent (i.e., phrased to reflect the same attribute) questions. This research
design feature was inspired by Delphi studies and enabled us to: (a) adopt a
voting system to infer the presence/absence of structure identifiers (see Fig. 3
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Fig. 3 A Voting System For Question Triangulation (Q1,2,3) and Identifier Elicitation
(ID1); three questions reflect the same identifier/characteristic, a voting system is used to
understand if the characteristic is prominent or not.
for an overview of the technique), meaning that a positive elicitation (YES) of
a structural identifier is determined if at least 2 questions are responded posi-
tively, and negative in all other cases; (b) automatically triangulate responses
at the source [73]. The questionnaire thus distilled is available online.11
Second, we prepared a study summary and invitation letter containing: (a)
links to our organisational elicitation survey; (b) links to our organisational
issues and community smells identification survey12; (c) links to the Microsoft
Application Architecture Guide (MAAG), with a request to report back via
email a 1-line description of their architecture using patterns from MAAG as
well as any and all architecture issues from the MAAG that they observed in
their own architecture. This immediate email response served the purpose of
avoiding any bias introduced by the authors regarding architecture issues.
We aimed to survey 2 out of 3 practitioners belonging to the same project.
The 3rd practitioner was subsequently interviewed directly for confirmatory
purposes. Furthermore, because the scope of our study aims at offering the
most certain and confirmed presence of architecture smells and organisational
characteristics, we only acknowledged the existence of an organisational char-
acteristic, an organisational type, or an architecture smell, if and only if both
the surveyed practitioners *and* the third interviewed practitioner all agreed
and indicated the presence of the characteristic, or architecture smell (see Ta-
ble 4 and 5 towards the end of the manuscript). This interpretation of our
methodology was employed to avoid any wild assumptions behind the data
or the involved quantities - rather, this interpretation of the research method
aims at giving our data a confirmatory connotation. Conversely, we are plan-
ning subsequent studies in which we aim to further understand the quantities
behind our research subjects—these are delayed to future work.
11 http://tinyurl.com/ly9hoof
12 While further discussion of community smells elicitation is out of the scope of this article,
more details can be found in [76].
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3.4 Phase 3 - Confirmatory Interviews
To instrument phase 3 of our study, we reached back to the previously unin-
volved practitioner for every project in our sample. These practitioners were
interviewed with a variation of our complete survey questionnaire (see Sec. 3.3)
intended to confirm all the observations of their colleagues about their team
as well as clarify any clearly conflicting answers. For this phase, we adopted
an interview guide approach.13 At the conclusion of each interview we asked
interviewees to fill in the organisational pattern detection algorithm and ques-
tionnaire defined previously, to further confirm the validity of our findings.
Thus structured, phase 3 led to a total of 31 interviews amounting to over
50+ hours of recorded material. While we cannot disclose the raw data from
survey Phases 1 to 3, we have prepared a spreadsheet containing aggregated
data from responses and confirmatory interviews. To encourage verifiability,
this dataset is freely available.14
3.5 Data Synthesis and Reliability Assessment
All available data was loaded into tables formatted to be analysed with the R
data analytics toolkit in parallel by two of the authors of the paper; the purpose
of analysis was to produce the statistics, plots and representations currently
showcased in Sec. 4. At this point, we assessed observer reliability evaluating
the agreement across analyses over the data tables we produced. Subsequently,
we computed the Krippendorff’s α coefficient for observation agreement [37]
- the α score essentially measures a confidence interval score stemming from
the agreement of values across two distinctly-reported observations about the
same event or phenomenon. In our case the value was applied to measure the
agreement between configuration details, analyses, and statistical results of our
analysis. The value was calculated initially to be 0.83, hence α > .800, which is
a standard reference value for highly-confident observations. Subsequently, the
value was used to drive the agreement between the two analyses up towards
total alignment.
3.6 Data Analysis
To analyse the results in this paper from a statistical perspective (i.e., check-
ing for normalization and evaluating the risks of multicollinearity [65]), we
prepared descriptive statistical plots (see Figures from 7 to 11) for our data.
Subsequently, having established the normal distribution of the data features
to be correlated further, we computed Pearson correlation calculations across
the following dimensions:
13 interview guide available here: http://tinyurl.com/kl97cgq
14 https://tinyurl.com/y7q96uy8
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– occurrence of reported architecture smells and the occurrence of prominent
organisational characteristics (i.e., our own organisational measure);
– team/community age and reported numbers of architecture issues;
– team/community size and reported numbers of architecture issues;
The use of Pearson product-moment correlation is well-formed since our
study design “flattens” the quantities involved (i.e., the magnitude of organ-
isational characteristics and of individual architecture smells) to linear sums
which are more appropriately correlated by means of product-moment analysis
[23]. Furthermore, we analysed the reported structural identifiers by means of
the decision-tree we defined and evaluated in [78]. The decision-tree encodes
the set of relations (e.g., implication or mutual-exclusion) across primary iden-
tifiers from Figure 2. This set of relations forms, by definition, a partial-order
function, i.e., a function that associates an ordering or sequencing to the ele-
ments of a set. The decision-tree (see Fig. 1) is a representation of this partial-
order function and is to be visited top-to-bottom (most generic to most specific
type) and right-to-left (most collocated to most dispersed type).15 With re-
spect to the definitions provided previously, the tree is a mechanism to identify
what types co-exist in an observed organisational structure by excluding all
other possible combinations of types at the same time, by excluding the char-
acteristics which are either opposite or inconsistent.16
The output of decision-tree analysis is the set of organisational structure
types (see Table 1) emerging for each project. Two decision-tree analyses were
initiated in parallel by two of the authors of this study. To strengthen the
reliability of our observations and thus the validity of our results, we again
conducted observer reliability assessment just like we did for survey responses
reliability (see Sec. 3.5) and computed once more the Krippendorff α coeffi-
cient for observation agreement between the parallel analyses. We reported an
agreement value calculated to be 0.81, hence α >> .800. Also, as a result of
this observer reliability assessment step, one decision-tree visit was decided to
be inconclusive (i.e., not leading to the identification of organisational struc-
ture characteristics and types, see project 17 on Table 6 in the Appendix in
the Appendix) and an additional set of 7 entries were marked as uncertain
(see Table 6 in the Appendix).
Finally, we used pattern-matching and recurrence analysis to identify most
recurrent organisational structures, i.e., most frequent sets of types resulting
from decision-tree visits (see Sec. 5.1). For this analysis we exploited an in-
stance of the K-repeating sub-string matching algorithm (KRS) [47] running
on types elicited via decision-tree visits. KRS’ main objective is to find the
length of the longest substring T of a given string (the string of detected
organisational structure types, in our case) such that every character in T
appears no less than K times. Normally KRS is exploited to identify textual
15 All relations and decision-tree functional demonstration by construction can be found
online at http://tinyurl.com/mzojyp2
16 Further elaboration on the mechanics behind the decision-tree are available in the full
technical report: https://tinyurl.com/y6voory6
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CI Community Pattern Model Size Age #issues
7 CoP,FN,IC,WG,SC,PSC,KC,LC Scrum 10 72 8
8 CoP,FN,IC,WG,SC,PSC,SN Scrum 15 72 4
5 FN,IC,PT,SC,PSC,SN Scrum 15 72 2
7 IN,IC,WG,PSC,SN Scrum 15 72 6
4 FN,NoP,PT,SC,PSC,SN Agile-Waterfall 15 72 7
8 CoP,IN,IC,WG,PSC,SN,LC Other Agile 7 12 3
7 CoP,IN,IC,WG,PSC,SN,LC,SC Other Agile 18 12 5
8 CoP,IN,IC,WG,PSC,SN,FN Other Agile 18 12 5
6 IN,IC,WG,PSC,SN,SC Other Agile 26 27 7
5 CoP,IC,WG,PSC,SN,SC Other Agile 26 27 7
6 CoP,IC,WG,PSC,SN Other Agile 5 24 4
7 CoP,IN,IC,WG,PSC,SN,LC Other Agile 5 24 3
8 IN,IC,FN,WG,PSC,SC,KC Other Agile 7 24 5
7 IC,WG,PSC,SC,KC,FN Scrum 20 17 3
7 IN,IC,FN,PSC,SN,LC Scrum 8 72 3
3 - Other Agile 20 72 3
8 CoP,IN,IC,WG,SN,FG Scrum 20 12 3
8 IC,PT,PSC,SN,LC Scrum 16 12 4
5 CoP,IC,WG,PSC,SN,SC Scrum 15 12 2
9 CoP,IN,IC,WG,PSC,SN Scrum 27 12 2
9 CoP,IN,IC,WG,PSC,SN,LC Scrum 9 3 2
9 FN,IC,WG,PSC,LC,SN Agile-Waterfall 11 24 2
7 CoP,IN,NoP,WG,SC,PSC,KC,LC Other Agile 13 18 2
8 CoP,IN,NoP,WG,SC,PSC,KC,LC,FN Other Agile 13 18 3
9 CoP,IN,IC,WG,SN,FG Scrum 13 18 3
10 CoP,IN,IC,WG,SN,FG Scrum 4 4 3
6 FN,IC,PT,SC,FG,KC Other Agile 13 9 3
7 IC,PT,SC,FG,KC Scrum 12 24 4
10 IN,IC,WG,PSC,KC,LC Scrum 12 41 4
8 CoP,IN,NoP,PT,PSC,SN Agile-Waterfall 24 7 11
Table 3: Dataset overview; every datapoint reflects an organisational structure
in our dataset starting with a characterisation index in column 1 (CI).
patterns for anonymisation purposes; in our context, it fits perfectly to the
detection of recurring, non-overlapping (i.e., with at most one element in com-
mon) organisational structure patterns. We used the organisational type IDs
(see Table 1) as seeds for matching. To run the algorithm, we used the Wolfram
mathematical computing engine.
4 Results
This section outlines our results, beginning with the descriptive statistics for
our dataset.
4.1 Population Description
As a result of our sampling strategy, our study was varied enough to contain a
sufficient diversity of practitioner ages (see Fig. 4) and roles (see Fig. 6), with
an average age of 45. An overview of every organisational structure under
study is presented in Tab. 3.
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Fig. 4 Team Age Across the Dataset—the scatter-plot places the ID of each datapoint
(from 1 to 30) in correspondence to its “age”, expressed in man-months since the creation
of the organisational unit.
The table outlines all 30 of our datapoints, outlining their organisational
characterisation index, community pattern found, agile process model, com-
munity size & age, as well as reported architecture issues. Concerning the
process model dimension, as previously stated, we reported any differences by
the claimed agile methods model either as “other agile”—meaning any ag-
ile model other than Scrum— or “Scrum-Waterfall”—meaning when an agile
methods approach was blended within an organization-wide classical waterfall
model (e.g., in the scope of large-scale systems engineering companies).
We were also able to achieve a reasonable diversity of team sizes (see Fig.
5, where the X-axis indicates our projects while the Y-axis indicates number
of members), with an average size of 14.4 people and a standard deviation
σ = 6.21.
And we were able to evaluate a sufficiently diverse sample also in terms
of team age, i.e., the amount of time the team members have been working
together on the same product, with an average age of 29.9 months and standard
deviation σ = 24.43 (see Fig. 4, where the X-axis indicates our projects while
the Y-axis indicates team age). We were, however, unable to reach many female
software professionals, registering just one female participant in this study.
4.2 Organisational Characteristics
Figure 7 plots the most frequent organisational characteristics reported in
our sample. The ROI-Tracking characteristic is the most frequent. This char-
acteristic denotes the importance of Return-On-Investment (ROI) as a key-
performance indicator for project teams, and it was reported 20+ times. This
is not surprising, given that ROI has been a key motivator for software engi-
neering efforts since the inception of software [82].
The next most frequently observed characteristic is engagement, which de-
notes an organisational precedence for personal engagement and self-organisation
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Fig. 5 Team Size Across the Dataset—the scatter-plot places the ID of each datapoint (from
1 to 30) in correspondence to its “size”, expressed in members of the entire organisational
structure, which comprises multiple sub-teams.
system	integrator	
so-ware	consultant	
infrastructure	engineer	
so-ware	developer	
so-ware	project	manager	
Fig. 6 Participant Roles Across the Dataset—the X-axis indicates frequency; the Y-axis
indicates the role.
in work activities, rather than prescribed work. The cohesion characteristic is
next most frequent, and denotes tight collaboration and communication in
a team. Subsequently we find the formality, and informality characteristics,
which denote the presence or absence of formal protocols for knowledge/people
interactions, retrieval, sharing, and protection across the organisation. Further
on, we have situatedness, denoting joint, collocated practice [72] and disper-
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Fig. 7 Most Frequent Organisational Characteristics—X-axis reports frequency, while Y-
axis reports the organisational characteristic.
sion, a practice where activities are geographically distributed over time and
space.
The set of characteristics shown on the Y axis of Figure 7 reflect the man-
agement practices reported by the teams in our study, such as the definition
of a prescribed duration for projects, or the presence of organisational cul-
ture-tracking systems which were reported in 14 and 11 projects respectively.
Also, the presence of social or organisational visibility-tracking tools was re-
ported in 7 projects along with evidence indicating the explicit focus on a
single technical problem or problem-solving activity for their team.
With respect to our correlation analysis, Table 4 reports the correlation
between every individual organisational characteristic and architecture debt,
as defined above. The analysis of correlations reveals that two characteris-
tics (reported in bold), namely, cohesion and culture-tracking mechanisms are
moderately correlated with the occurrence of architecture issues.
4.3 Organisational Patterns
Table 6 in the Appendix outlines the set of types reported across our entire
dataset (columns 2 to 9) stemming from characteristics shown in Figure 7.
From our analysis we have observed every organisational structure type at
least once. In addition each pattern exhibits a minimum of 5 and a maximum
of 9 types (for example, see projects 15 and 25).
Figure 8 plots the frequencies of organisational structure types resulting
from our decision-tree analysis. The most predominant types are informal ones
(CoP, IN, IC), those exhibiting a tightly knit/cohesive organisational struc-
ture (WG, PSC), or loosely-structured communities (SN,LC,KC). Conversely,
formal (FN,FG) or highly-structured and dispersed (NoP,SC) organisational
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Char. Correl. P-Value Rel.
Situatedness -0,08504317 <<0.01
Dispersion 0,18149293 0,285140405
Informality 0,097887993 0,380552469
Duration -0,013971332 <<0.01
Visibility-Tracking -0,088729877 <<0.01
Cohesion -0,20765179 <<0.01 X
ROI-Tracking 0,14349371 0,327388865
Engagement -0,072597172 <<0.01
Culture-Tracking -0,301994871 <<0.05 X
Formality -0,044364939 <<0.01
Problem-Focus 0,022090616 0,472722548
Governance -0,177543065 <<0.01
Table 4: Evaluation of individual organisational characteristics with respect
to reported architecture issues - a moderate and meaningful correlation is
reported for Cohesion and Culture-Tracking.
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Fig. 8 Most Frequent Organisational Types Emerging from Characteristics in Fig. 7—X-
axis reports frequency while Y-axis reports the type.
structures are seen less frequently. These results are not surprising consider-
ing the agile methods adopted by the teams in our sample. Agile methods
promote informality, tight and cohesive collaborations, or loosely-structured
communities (e.g. [60]).
4.4 Architecture Issues
Figure 9 plots the most frequent software architecture issues reported in our
dataset, while Table 7 in the Appendix provides a mapping between projects
and specific architecture smells. This figure highlights the predominance of
unmodifiable or unsubstitutable architecture elements, followed by misguided
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Fig. 9 Most Frequent Software Architecture Issues from our Dataset.
business requirements (e.g., untraceable business requirements or insensitive
information spreading). Subsequently, several modularisation issues are ob-
served, for example, sloppy modularisation, architecture monoliths, or god
classes. Issues connected to implicit or eroding architecture quality such as
quality-implicit, spike-centric architecture, and unscalable architecture smells
are seen least frequently.
5 Discussion
This section discusses our results and major contributions. We begin by outlin-
ing the organisational structure patterns we observed in our sample, focusing
on the most frequent.
5.1 Qualitative Analysis: Organisational Structure Patterns from Agile
Teams
Figure 11 outlines the recurrent patterns of organisational structure types we
identified.
Finding 1. According to our data, there are 7 non-overlapping pat-
terns, consisting of at least 3 community types, that recur across our
dataset. Notably, a single pattern covers more than 37% of our dataset.
In the following, we name and describe each of these structure patterns,
interpreting them by means of models and characteristics from the literature
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[79]. Figures 10 to 15 illustrate the patterns found, with their salient charac-
teristics annotated on nodes (i.e., members) and edges (i.e., interactions).
5.1.1 P1: Formally-Networked Informal CoPs (CoP,FN,IC)
Description and Operation. This pattern occurs twice in our dataset:
projects 1 and 2. A software community reflecting this pattern would ap-
pear as in Fig. 10. The pattern reflects a co-located set (i.e., with member
distance < 30m, LOCATION 1 in Fig. 10) of internally-informal communities
of practice (i.e., IC+CoPs, see dotted boxes in Fig. 10) which is also formally-
networked as part of a larger formal organisation. For example, think of small
sets of self-appointed practitioners working in a practice- and role-based fash-
ion around single software components (modules, features, etc) but also spread
across that single location, while regulated by formal interaction agreements
and sharing a regimented repository typical in CoPs and FNs.
Interpretation and Discussion. Because CoPs are by definition co-
located and do not function outside of that location [85,64,79], this organ-
isational structure pattern exhibits two distinct operational phases: (1) in one
phase, the organisational structure works as an informal community of prac-
tice (IC+CoP) alone, no FN interactions occur; (2) in a second phase, the
organisational structure works as a formal network organised around estab-
lished interaction protocols (IC+CoPs+FN), for example when the integration
of locally-constructed components requires interactions with peers outside the
CoP. This second organisational phase occurs when needed interactions exceed
immediate proximity (i.e., > 30m [62,9]). This is because a formal network is
distributed in nature, by definition [79]. In other cases when proximity is no
longer an issue, communication and interactions are communitarian as part
of an informal community, for example when the small CoPs switch back to
refactoring their own software component and require increased informal in-
teractions.
5.1.2 P2: Formally-Networked, Distributed Informal Communities
(IN,IC,FN)
Description and Operation. This pattern occurs twice in our dataset:
projects 13 and 15. A software community reflecting this pattern would ap-
pear as in Fig. 12. The figure shows distributed informal communities (i.e.,
ICs, see dotted boxes in Fig. 12) which are also formally-networked (i.e., FNs,
see square box in Fig. 12).
Interpretation and Discussion. Since the FN and IN types are mutually
exclusive [79], this organisational structure pattern exhibits two operational
phases: (1) in one phase, informal communities are networked and share infor-
mation and interactions as part of an Informal Network (IN+IC). For example,
think of an open-source community composed of closely collaborating friends
who are globally distributed; (2) in a second phase, the informal communities
are networked and share information as part of a formal network (IC+FN).
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Fig. 10 Pattern 1: Formally-Networked Informal CoPs; note that Mx indicates a member.
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Fig. 11 Organisational Structure Patterns in Software Projects—the Y-Axis indicates the
patterns while the X-axis contains # recurrence; Patterns are ordered by increasing formality
based on the presence of more formal organisational structures.
For example, think of a Scrum-of-Scrums instance where formal protocols or
agreements steer global collaboration.
5.1.3 P3: Formally-Networked, Informal Project Teams (FN,IC,PT)
Description and Operation. This pattern occurs twice in our dataset:
projects 3 and 27. A software community reflecting this pattern would appear
as in Fig. 13. The figure shows co-located project teams informally collabo-
rating internally (IC+PT) but formally networked and spread across a wider
global formal network.
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Fig. 12 Pattern 2 - Formally-Networked, Distributed Informal Communities; note that Mx
indicates a member..
Interpretation and Discussion. This organisational structure pattern
also occurs in closed-source global software engineering [58] where small project
teams essentially operate as small, informal co-located communities, often in-
teracting well beyond the boundaries of their respective organisations, but
interconnected to other distant project teams across a formally-specified and
regulated formal network. For example, organisations which heavily rely on
outsourcing fall into this pattern. This pattern is also found in well-structured
and governed open-source initiatives and large ecosystems such as the Apache
software foundation. In these relatively regimented open-source contexts, for-
mal interaction protocols are upheld as part of membership agreements within
the Apache software foundation forge (i.e., the FN), while smaller project-
communities internally operate more or less as distributed project teams.
5.1.4 P4: Informally-Networked, Situated, Informal Working Groups
(CoP,IN,IC,WG)
Description and Operation. This is the most common organisational struc-
ture pattern in our dataset, occurring 9 times, in project IDs 1,2,7,8,9,13,18,21
and 22. A software community reflecting this pattern would appear as in Fig.
14. The four primary identifiers for the types in the pattern are:
1. Informal Interaction
2. Situatedness
3. Tight Cohesion
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Fig. 13 Pattern 3 - Formally-networked informal community of project teams; note that
Mx indicates a member.
4. Personal Engagement
Consequently, this pattern reflects tightly-knit, cohesive, small, informal and
co-located groups of practitioners (CoP+IC+WG) who are not practicing a
specific role but rather contribute to addressing a common goal (as defined
in WGs). As part of this goal, the tight group also networks informally with
the outside world, participating in communities, as needed, address their goal
(IN).
Interpretation and Discussion. Looking at the primary characteristics
that identify this pattern, we were not surprised for one reason: the 4 charac-
teristics highlighted above clearly reflect the main organisational goals behind
agile methodologies, which are an underlying assumption of this study. On
one hand, this validates the analysis process and results reported in this arti-
cle but, on the other hand, this finding introduces a construct validity threat
into our study, since the results and discussions we have reported may have
been tainted by the nature of our study subjects. This and other threats to
validity are fully discussed in Sec. 5.4. Notwithstanding, this pattern shows
a number of interesting properties. For example, our quantitative analysis re-
veals that this pattern reflects the “youngest” teams in our dataset, rather
than more established ones suggesting that this patter is a sort of entry-point,
rather than a stable organisational form. Moreover, this pattern reflects the
highest number of architecture issues we reported; this suggests that the pat-
tern is not a “silver-bullet” for agile methods but actually the opposite. These
and other quantitative reflections over the patterns found are available in Sec.
5.2.
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Fig. 14 Pattern 4 - Informally-Networked, Co-Located, Informal Working Groups; note
that Mx indicates a member.
5.1.5 P5: Informally-Networked, Informal Working-Groups (IN,IC,WG)
Description and Operation. This pattern occurs 3 times and is the dis-
tributed variant of the CoP,IN,IC,WG pattern. These patterns differ on the
lack of situated action [72]. With reference to Fig. 14, this pattern variant adds
a series of geographically distinct locations, distributing members across those
locations and containing them into tightly knit informal working groups.
Interpretation and Discussion. This pattern is consistent with the
Scrum-of-Scrums [45,59] variant of the pattern in Fig. 14. For example, imag-
ine a series of geographically distributed agile teams that cooperate informally
towards their prescribed global goal.
5.1.6 P6: Problem-Solving, Situated, Informal Working Groups
(CoP,IC,WG,PSC)
Description and Operation. This pattern occurs 3 times and is another
variant of the pattern in Fig. 14, differing solely by the prescribed goal of the
working group being structured around a well-defined and clearly measurable
problem (e.g., a technical issue such as software integration or testing).
Interpretation and Discussion. With reference to Fig. 14, this pattern
variant would add a specific role to each node in the community, with a char-
acterisation of that role with respect to the problem to be solved. For example,
think of a tightly knit, situated informal group working on software quality
improvement: several members are dedicated to analysis and modelling while
others might prepare and execute test-cases.
5.1.7 P7: Networked, Informal Community of Practice (CoP,IN,NoP)
Description and Operation. This pattern occurs 3 times and reflects an
organisational structure such as the one depicted in Fig. 15 where several
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Fig. 15 Networked, Informal Community of Practices.
situated communities of practice cooperate informally across global distances
by means of shared repositories of knowledge, artefacts, and assets.
Interpretation and Discussion. This pattern is the default mode of
operation in global software engineering; its occurrence confirms results in
several state-of-the-art reports from that field [75,1,66].
5.2 Quantitative Analysis: Addressing Study Conjectures
From a quantitative perspective our data conferred many surprising findings
with respect to our initial conjectures.
5.2.1 Organisational Characteristics that Mediate Architecture Quality
From Table 4 we report that two characteristics are moderately correlated to
occurring software architecture issues, namely, Cohesion and Culture-Tracking.
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Fig. 16 Architecture Debt: An Overview for Reported Patterns. The Y-axis reports the
patterns while the X-axis reports the total number of smells associated with all organisations
exhibiting that pattern; Fig 19 plots the same numbers but with normalised # smells with
respect to # organisation.
While correlation does not mean causation, we suggest plausible explanations
for these results. The first —cohesion—suggests that a tighter organisational
structure reflects a lower occurrence of architecture issues. This may be ex-
plained by the increased flow of architecture knowledge in a tighter organisa-
tion. What we found surprising is the relatively low correlation of the cohesion
factor when compared to the presence of culture-tracking mechanisms, includ-
ing architecture knowledge management [84] devices (e.g., semantic wikis for
architecture knowledge [19]). The stronger correlation between the presence
of culture-tracking mechanisms and the occurrence of architecture issues sug-
gests that managing explicit architecture knowledge may be more beneficial
than managing teams (and team cohesion) more effectively. We also note that
team cohesion can be tracked and monitored whereas the effect of adopting
software architecture knowledge management mechanisms may only manifest
benefits on the long run, if at all.
5.2.2 Addressing Conjecture 1: Characterising the Empirical Relation
Between Architecture and Organization
Our initial conjecture was: if there is a recurrent organisational structure pat-
tern, then it may influence the quality of a software architecture, by virtue of
the relation posited by Colfer and Baldwin’s “Mirroring Hypothesis” [15].
To quantitatively assess this conjecture, we measured the architecture debt
of the 7 patterns we found. (Recall from Sec. 2 that architecture debt of a
pattern is defined as the count of architectural flaws and issues corresponding
to that pattern.) The raw counts are plotted in Fig. 16.
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Finding 2. In line with what we conjectured, a single most recurrent
pattern does exist—pattern 4, occurring 9 times—and it corresponds to
the highest architecture debt in our sample. The same trend is evident
also normalising the involved quantities.
This is consistent with—and lends empirical support to—Colfer and Bald-
win’s Mirroring Hypothesis [15]. Our rationale for this finding is that Pattern
4 is the most “informal” of the patterns, and so the social network of partici-
pants is the most highly connected [18], and hence the architecture mirroring
this is also highly connected. But highly coupled architectures are hard to
maintain and evolve, hence they have the most smells. Another consequence
of that hypothesis within our study, by the same logic, is that the remaining
patterns should be associated with better architectures, i.e., fewer flaws and
hence lower architecture debt.
Finding 3. Furthermore, we reported an even higher negative corre-
lation of -0.48 between architecture debt of reported patterns and their
team age, as highlighted in Fig. 17. This finding is intuitive and aligns with
earlier research [88] suggesting that, as teams and organisations mature,
their software architecture debt decreases.
According to our data, organisational structures need to “mature”, to reach
organisational stability, at which point the structure and its underlying ar-
chitecture stabilise. On the other hand, according to our empirical evidence,
community size is not significant—in particular, correlation values between
community size and architecture issues are negligible, at around 0,2.
5.2.3 Addressing Conjecture 2: An organisational evolution model for
software organisational structures
As previously introduced, our second conjecture was that: “if an organisational
structure pattern can be found, then it reflects ‘veteran’ teams, according
to the principle of organisational stability, well-established in organisations
research and social networks analysis [63,83]”.
To further understand the role of team age with respect to the organisa-
tional structure patterns found, we plotted trend lines for reported team ages
associated with each pattern, and ordered the patterns in terms of increas-
ing informality (see Fig. 18). The figure shows team age (X-axis, in months)
trendlines plotted over the occurring patterns ordered by increasing *formal-
ity* (Y-axis, from bottom to top) and where team ages are averaged across
the organisations of each pattern.
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Fig. 17 Architecture debt (darker curve in the bottom-half) vs. Team age (lighter curve in
the top half).
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Fig. 18 Team age (X-axis, in months) trendlines on Ordered Patterns by increasing for-
mality (Y-axis, from bottom to top) based on the presence of more formal organisational
structures; team ages are averaged across the organisations of each pattern;
Finding 4. Our data shows that the most frequent patterns occur in
correspondence with the youngest teams (P4 and P5), and sits exactly at
the middle of the plot in Fig. 18. This means that the patterns in question
are a point of balance between informality and formality. Furthermore,
two super-linear trend lines can be plotted outgoing from that central
point: as team age increases from that point the patterns diverge evenly
towards informality and formality.
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Fig. 19 Architecture debt: An Overview for Reported Patterns—the X-axis reports the
patterns while the Y-axis reports the total number of smells normalised # smells w.r.t. #
organisation.
5.3 Findings Overview, Interpretations, and Outlook
Table 5 synthesises our findings. Our interpretation is that the role of organisa-
tional structures for software architecture design and their quality maintenance
is loose at best, limited to two (cohesion, and culture-tracking) out of thirteen
possible characteristics in our study alone. Although this interpretation may
be due to a sampling issue (our sample was constituted by agile teams only)
the evidence clearly indicates that a higher interoperation between organisa-
tional structure patterns (via their measurable characteristics) and software
architectures may yield better general quality of software architecture, e.g.,
as reflected by a lower number of architecture issues. For example, Finding 1
and 2 confirm that organisational structure patterns do exist, which indicates
importance of the issue, while Findings 3 and 4, reflect a moderate relation
between patterns and architecture quality. Conversely, Finding 5 confirms that
several previously-observed characteristics (formality/informality) in our case
may be mediating heavily in organisational structure and software architecture
quality. From these findings, we conclude that organisational structure qual-
ity measurement and improvement is important, and should be further studied,
not only for organisational stability, quality enrichment using insights from or-
ganisations and management research [77], but also for stability measurement
[42] and general software architecture quality itself.
Our evidence and findings also indicate that an alignment may manifest
between the two structures, eventually, and with increasing team age. Find-
ings 3 and 5 indicate that if such an alignment is achievable, it would manifest
beyond our 72-month analysis time window. Also, the same findings suggest
that such an alignment currently can only manifest *by chance*, rather than
*by design*, since none of the organisations we studied report an engaged
and active usage of organisational structure models or measurements to drive
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ID Finding
1 7 non-overlapping patterns, consisting of at least 3 community types, recur
across our dataset and a single pattern covers more than 37% of our dataset.
2 The single most recurrent pattern corresponds to the highest architecture debt
in our sample.
3 A higher negative correlation of -0.48 between architecture debt and team age
indicates that as teams and organisations mature, architecture efficiency
increases.
4 The most frequent pattern occurs on the youngest teams, and represents an
entry-point at middle of Formality/Informality plots - the pattern in question is
a point of balance between informality and formality.
Table 5: Summary of Findings.
software architecture quality, or architecture evolution. We therefore propose
that organisational structure models and their role for software architecture
design should be investigated further from a practical and theoretical perspec-
tive; their usage may prove vital to improve software architecture and software
community quality.
What is more, the alignment in question seems to reflect two distinct ways
of organisational working, one formal, and one informal, with different char-
acteristics that may be positively or negatively affecting software architecture
quality. This suggests that Crowston & Howison’s conjecture about informality
being a trigger for open-source community quality [17] is valid for closed-source
projects as well. But our evidence also reflects the importance of the opposite
end of the spectrum—formality—which is equally important. Also, this duality
is curiously reminiscent of Kahneman’s theory of System-1 (thought-processes
are more informal, irrational, free-thinking, associative) and System-2 think-
ing (thought-processes are more structured, rigorous, formal) [34], whose ap-
plicability to software design has been conjectured several times17,18 but never
proven. Hence further investigation of the influence of organisational structure
metrics and design decision-making processes could reveal software engineer-
ing behaviour patterns which are more (or less) efficient for specific software
engineering roles such as that of software designers.
5.4 Limitations and Threats to Validity
Like any study of comparable magnitude and scale, this study is affected by
several threats to validity [86]. In what follows we outline the major ones in
our study design and execution.
17 https://www.targetprocess.com/blog/2013/07/software-development-fast-and-slow/
18 https://resources.sei.cmu.edu/asset_files/Presentation/2015_017_101_438769.
pdf
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5.4.1 Internal and Sampling Validity
Internal validity refers to the internal consistency and structural integrity of
the empirical research design. Specifically it refers to how many confounding
factors may have been overlooked. For example, the patterns we report cover 24
out of 30 datapoints, with 6 outliers that were ultimately discarded. This issue
may negatively affect the generalisability of our results since those datapoints
may reflect unknown community types or characteristics and quantities that
emerge with a more fine-grained analysis lens (e.g., focusing on single software
artefacts and the communication/collaboration around them). We attempted
to address this threat with a sampling strategy where we controlled as many
variables as possible to: (a) ensure a meaningful variety of our sample; (b)
ensure that important variables for the objects of our study, namely organisa-
tional structure and architecture, were controlled. For example, we controlled
for organisational maturity influences over organisational structures by select-
ing agile teams that had recently successfully adopted agile methods. Also, we
controlled for process maturity, by selecting a heterogeneous sample according
to a standard CMMI scale (although we acknowledge that this scale is not
fully consistent with current agile practices and teams). Furthermore, there
are up to 90 factors from the state of the art in organisation research [79] that
may be affecting our findings and results; also, the quantities and effect size of
the factors themselves were not addressed in this study at all. Stemming from
this limitation, we are planning an additional study of our target subjects in
follow-up research that will further address the validity of this work.
Furthermore, the statistical validity of the results reported in this manuscript
relies heavily on multiple comparisons among possibly related quantities, which
leads to a statistical analysis issue known as the “Multiple Comparisons Prob-
lem” [25]. This condition is typically addressed by increasing sample size and
correcting with the well-known (but overly-conservative) Bonferroni correction
[80]. Because our study was exploratory, we did not perform oversampling or
apply the afore-mentioned correction so our findings remain potentially af-
fected by this issue. In the future we intend to replicate this work to further
generalise the findings and increase their validity. In this new study we are
planning to design the analyses for hypothesis testing, factoring in the possible
control operations entailed by tests such as the Bonferroni or FDR correction.
5.4.2 Construct and External Validity
As previously discussed, our decision to strengthen internal and sampling va-
lidity by focusing on agile teams alone inherently introduced a flaw in our con-
struct validity. Also, although our measurements, observations, and findings
are based on valid content (i.e., reported by practitioners who were directly
involved with and witnesses to the reported subjects) and valid criteria, the
external validity connected to the above-mentioned flaw may be compromised
as well. For example, we used simple non-weighted and aggregate sums to
evaluate the quantities involved in this study so we have no way of knowing
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whether the entity and -arity of the involved quantities may yield different
results. We are planning further studies using a more quantitative approach
including rigorous statistical modelling and testing. We have gained confidence
that our findings and observations are valid, at least for agile teams, which
currently1920 account for 76% of modern software engineering teams. How-
ever, as remarked for internal and sampling validity as well, our study design
is flattened with respect to several of the quantities involved. For example,
architecture issues were not counted but rather our triangulated Delphi study
simply confirmed their presence as a 0-1 coefficient. Hence, it could be that
another organisation would have one most prominent and recurring smell in
project A and two less prominent, less recurring smells in another project B.
In such a case, using our current measure, the following relation would hold:
ArchDebt(B) > ArchDebt(A);
But, as yet, we have no way of knowing or generalising whether this is true
or not beyond the samples and scope of our study. What is more, the two
quantities we correlate with our statistical analysis could be trivially corre-
lated by construction, namely, the commonality of a pattern (the number of
projects exhibiting that pattern) is trivially correlated (i.e., by construction)
with Architectural debt: the more projects there are (of some pattern), the
more architectural issues will be reported. Although this is true in principle,
it is not necessarily the case. That is, this was not established in practice for
the phenomena we are studying in this context. The statistical assumption
behind a linear correlation between two co-increasing quantities such as the
ones being discussed in this issue may not hold since the phenomena we are
observing are macro-phenomena of organisational and socio-technical nature,
a realm where an exploratory approach needs to be employed to empirically
establish even the most blatant variation.
5.4.3 Conclusion Validity
Conclusion validity represents the degree to which conclusions about the re-
lationship among variables are reasonable. In the scope of the discussions of
our results we made sure to minimise possible interpretations, designing the
study with reference to known hypotheses. Also, our conclusions were drawn
from statistical analysis of our dataset. This not withstanding, the conclu-
sions drawn from our study also reflect assumptions which, although sound
and reflecting the need to avoid research design mishaps, may compromise the
conclusion validity. For example, we chose to focus on the most basic roles for
software practitioners in our sample, not reaching out explicitly, for example,
to software architects. This decision may have compromised our ability to go
beyond the simple numbers and capture speculative interpretations of archi-
tects who work on multiple projects, possibly within different organizations.
Thus, our study remains subject to this threat.
19 https://techbeacon.com/survey-agile-new-norm
20 http://stateofagile.versionone.com/
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6 Related Work
Perhaps the most relevant research related to our investigation comes from
Colfer et al. [15], who investigated the “mirroring” hypothesis: that organisa-
tional structure (represented as a network of co-committing and communicat-
ing developers) and software architecture (represented as a design-structure
matrix [39]) are mirror images of each other. The authors found quantitative
evidence in open-source which supports the mirroring hypothesis. However,
they focused on a small number of projects and never actually looked at in-
dustrial settings may be different organisationally than open-source projects—
these limitations greatly hamper the generalisability of their results. A similar
observation concerns the work reported by [38] and [29].
In the scope of this study, we strove to elicit the recurrent organisational
structure patterns that take place in software engineering practice, by direct
observation of the “trenches” in which those patterns operate. In the scope of
our results, however, we also confirmed in industry the same observations and
conclusions that Colfer et al. arrived at, namely, that there is a strong symbiotic
mirroring relation between organisational structures and software architectures
and this relation goes beyond single factors such as socio-technical congruence
[13], software developer truck factor [81] or similar valuable but overly narrow
metrics.
In our study we set out to distill organisational characteristics that pro-
vide measurable structural quality evidence of organisations, by comparing
with the technical structures (i.e., software architectures) on which they work
[44]. By deepening our understanding over these organisational characteristics,
we mean to provide measurement, prediction, and evaluation means through
which, for example, both technical and social debt may be assessed and man-
aged at once [11,35]. In the same way, similar studies such as Howinson et al.
[31] have tried to distill a theory of socio-technical aspects in open-source (e.g.,
motivation, coordination or collaboration), but this and similar approaches [54]
fail to relate to concrete patterns (e.g., design patterns across a software archi-
tecture) and metrics (e.g., collaborativity or cohesion across an organisational
structure) that can be used for planning corrective and preventive action.
From another related perspective, several works have addressed the role of
organisational structures in distributed and global contexts (e.g., Lanubile et
Al. [41,40]) as well as organisational alignment (e.g., Koch [36]) with software
architectures and business objectives. Most prominently, in this area, figures
the work by Betz et Al. [8] who systematically investigate the practices and
theories around Business, Architecture, People, Organizations.
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7 Progress Beyond the State of the Art
7.1 Software Engineering Research
With respect to the previous work illustrated above, our work is a natural
extension: our intents to understand what patterns exist in organisational
structures is reflecting on the newly-introduced notion of social communities
in software engineering. The patterns we uncover may provide a basis for
further software organisation research, e.g., in the contexts of more effective
agile or DevOps migration. Similarly, further research on the communities
included in the patterns and how these patterns may be measured should also
ensue. At the same time, further research needs to establish quantitatively
how the patterns relate to (or align with) software architecture quality. As a
first key step in this direction, for example, our findings confirm the previously
unproven conjecture by Betz et al. who theorize that decisions in one dimension
of the BAPO model influences the others. Further research into this interplay
is needed to qualify and quantify the concepts involved and their dimensions
into controllable factors.
7.2 Software Engineering Practice
From a more practical perspective, our contributions can be used as follows.
First, the recurrent organisational characteristics reported in Sec. 4.2 can be
used as a basis for organisational rewiring; measuring such characteristics prac-
titioners can plan and drive their organisational rewiring exercises with instru-
mented decisions. Second, the organisational patterns reported in Sec. 4.3 and
fleshed out in Sec. 5 can be used as reference targets (or pitfalls to be avoided)
depending on fitness-for-purpose. Similarly, the issues and findings reported
in Sec. 4.4 and Sec. 5.2 may aid in understanding the potential consequences
of certain organisational scenarios and decisions, e.g., to study and enact cor-
rective actions along the dimensions and characteristics outlined in Sec. 4.2.
Finally, the model we fitted with our data and fleshed out in Sec. 5 can be used
by both practitioners and researchers. Practitioners can use it to plan organ-
isational rewiring around two essential and mutually-exclusive characteristics
namely formality and informality. These characteristics predominantly drive
organisational rewiring and can be used as a compass in such exercises. And
researchers can better explore and quantify the proposed model, e.g., by cre-
ating a more quantitative and generalisable basis.
8 Conclusion
This article reports on findings from a systematic, wide-spectrum investigation
of organisational structure patterns in modern software industrial practice. 30
teams from 9 organisations were involved to provide a significant corpus of data
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as part of our mixed-methods study. The insights and models provided in this
paper are useful to manage and steer the relationships between organisational
structures and software architectures.
8.1 Research Questions
In addressing our main research question, namely, “is there a recurrent or-
ganisational structure pattern in modern software engineering that can be used
as a reference, and how does it reflect on software architectures?” We found
that there is, in fact, a recurrent organisational structure pattern in mod-
ern software engineering organisational structures but it does not reflect good
quality software architectures. Also, the pattern may indicate some sort of
entry-point in what can be considered an organisational evolution model for
agile software engineering organisational structures—this entry point is driven
by at least two variables: (a) team age; (b) formality levels. We observed that
these two variables play a key role in establishing the organisational direction
of structure patterns reported across our data.
The results and findings in this paper may prove useful for practitioners
when re-wiring their organisational structures, e.g., as part of DevOps adop-
tion, agile method changes, or similar software organisational re-design.
8.2 Future Work
In the future we plan to strengthen the validity of our findings by running sys-
tematic quantitative studies over the variables and relations we have observed.
We plan to further explore the organisational structure patterns observed in
this study by providing a metrics framework to observe them in action at
larger scales. In particular, we will try to understand the degree to which ar-
chitecture smells correspond to specific organisational types, stemming from
quantifiable measures of organisational types. Moreover, we plan to refine the
analyses we reported in this study to capture some of the insights and gaps we
reported. For example, we intend to address the following research questions:
(a) to what extent do organisational characteristics influence the emergence
of each architecture smell? (b) what organisational structure pattern is most
prominent in open-source communities? Furthermore, we plan to instrument
a longitudinal study, on a restricted set of the organisations that we involved
in this study, to assess the followups of the insights reported in this article.
Finally, we plan to replicate this study in industrial settings, increasing sam-
ple size and variety, to understand how our results may be suffering from the
construct validity flaw discussed in Sec. 5.4.
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Appendix: Dataset Summary Tables
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project ID Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4 Type 5 Type 6 Type 7 Type 8 Type 9
1 CoP FN IC WG SC PSC KC LC -
2 CoP FN IC WG SC PSC SN - -
3 FN IC PT SC PSC SN - - -
4 IN IC WG PSC SN - - - -
5 FN NoP PT SC PSC SN - - -
6 CoP IN IC WG PSC SN LC - -
7 CoP IN IC WG PSC SN LC SC -
8 CoP IN IC WG PSC SN FN - -
9 IN IC WG PSC SN SC - - -
10 CoP IC WG PSC SN SC - - -
11 CoP IC WG PSC SN - - - -
12 CoP IN IC WG PSC SN LC - -
13 IN IC FN WG PSC SC KC - -
14 IC WG PSC SC KC FN - - -
15 IN IC FN PSC SN LC - - -
16 - - - - - - - - -
17 CoP IN IC WG SN FG - - -
18 IC PT PSC SN LC - - - -
19 CoP IC WG PSC SN SC - - -
20 CoP IN IC WG PSC SN - - -
21 CoP IN IC WG PSC SN LN - -
22 FN IC WG PSC LC SN - - -
23 CoP IN NoP WG SC PSC KC LC -
24 CoP IN NoP WG SC PSC KC LC FN
25 CoP IN IC WG SN FG - - -
26 CoP IN IC WG SN FG - - -
27 FN IC PT SC FG KC - - -
28 IC PT SC FG KC - - - -
20 IN IC WG PSC KC LC - - -
30 CoP IN NoP PT PSC SN - - -
Table 6: Outline of the sets of types (Columns 2 to 9) detected via decision-tree
analysis mapped to our projects (Column 1).
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IDs Imposs.
Swap
Untrace.
Bus.
Req.
Sloppy
Mod.
Unscalab.
Arch.
God-
Class
Spike-
Centric
Unmod.
Core
Quality-
Implicit
Monolith Insens.
Info.
Spread.
1 x x x x x x x x - -
2 x x x x - - - - - -
3 x - - - x - - - - -
4 x x x - - x - - x x
5 x x - x - - x - x x
6 x - - - x - - x - -
7 - x - - x - x - x x
8 - x x x - - x - - x
9 x x x x - - x - x -
10 x - x x - x x - x x
11 x - x - - - - x - x
12 x - - - - - - - x
13 x - x - x - x - x x
14 x - - - - - x - - x
15 x - x - - - - - - -
16 - x x - x - x - - -
17 x - x - - - x - - -
18 x - x - - - x - - x
19 - - x - - - x - - -
20 - - x - - - x - - -
21 - x - - - - - - - -
22 - x - - x - x - - -
23 - x - - - - x - - -
24 - x - - - - x - - -
25 x x - - x - - - - -
26 x - - - x - x - - -
27 x x - - x - - - - -
28 x - - - x - x - - x
29 x x - - x - - - - x
30 x x x x x x x x x x
Table 7: reported architecture issues (columns 2 and following) per project
(column 1), an overview.
